Division of Occupational Safety and Health
Health, Safety, Medical and Training

Juliann Sum
Chief

Eric Berg
Deputy Chief
Research and Standards

Steve Smith
Principal Safety Engineer %

Medical & Toxicology Unit
Paul Papanek, PHMO III (TOR)
Vacant, Staff Toxicologist (OAK)
Mary Kochie, NC III (VNO)
Rosa Cervantes, OA (VNO)
(50% MRT)

Vacant
Principal Safety Engineer

Asbestos and Carcinogen Unit
Jeff Ferrell, SSE %

American Canyon
Robert Olson, ASE %

Sacramento
Kristine Schulte, ASE
Mary Smillie, AGPA
Sanborn Strike, OT
Linda Ikami, OT

Research & Standards
Occupational Health Unit
Oakland
Bob Nakamura, SSE %
Mike Horowitz, SSE %
David Strickler, SSE (RA)
Patricia Coyle, Assoc SE (TRD) (SB1299)
Vacant, Assoc SE
Valerie Ruy, AGPA
Nancy Olsson, OT

Sacramento
Amalia Neushardt, SSE %
Janet Filosena, Steno
San Diego
Grace Delico, SSE %

Santa Ana
Kevin Graulich, SSE

Calibration and Inventory Control (CALICO) Laboratory
SAN LEANDRO
Michael Sahlin, ASE
Shirley Heath, ASE
Carmen Macias, IT
Zolla Palileo, OT

Research & Standards
Occupational Safety Unit
Oakland
Larry McCure, SSE (RA)
Keummi Park, SSE
Vacant, SSE

Santa Ana
Jason Derning, SSE
Amit Gujja, SSE
Suan Hon, Secretary
San Diego
Richard Roberts, SSE (904)

Crane Unit
Santa Ana
Phil Yow, SSE

American Canyon
Kenneth Souza, ASE
David Thrash, ASE
James McCarthy, ASE
Vacant, ASE

San Diego
Melvin Dunn, ASE
Kasthu Ramesh, ASE

Santa Ana
John McCormick, ASE
Ronald Sage, ASE
Vacant, ASE

Support Staff
Lorraine Beltran, OT
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Red font denotes employees receiving bilingual pay
% = formerly IH